F25T8/841. T8 Low Mercury Linear Fluorescent Lamps.
Item #: F25T8/841

Specifications:

Package Quantity: 25 (Minimum)
Base: Medium Bipin
Bulb Type: T8
Nominal Length: 24"
Base face to base face: 23.61"
Base face to end of opposite base pin:
  23.70"/23.89" (Min/Max)
End of base pin to end of the opposite pin end:
  23.84"/23.89" (Min/Max)
Nominal Wattage: 17W
Approximate Initial Lumen (lum): 1,400
Approximate Mean Lumen (lum): 1,275
Average Rated Life (Hours): 24,000
Color Temperature (K): 4100
Color Rendering Index (CRI): 83